FIG Commission
8 meeting

Tuesday, 12 May 2020, 17:30 – 18:30
Room G107

Chair: Marije Louwsma
Rapporteur: Charlotte Gillet

Agenda (preliminary)

1. Welcome Marije Louwsma
2. Overview working plan & activities Marije Louwsma
3. WG 8.1 Rural – urban dependency Marije Louwsma
   a. Rural – urban dependency progress update Rosy Liao
   b. UN Habitat initiative Eugene Chigbu
4. WG 8.2 GIS tools for spatial planning (joint WG with commission 3) Enrico Rispoli
   a. Follow up initial report
5. WG 8.3 Urban Challenges (joint WG with commission 7 and 9) Erwin van der Krabben
   a. Urban challenges progress update
   b. Feedback special session & way forward Claire Buxton
6. WG 8.4 Land policy instruments for spatial development Morten Hartvigsen
   a. Feedback LANDNET event
   b. Generic tool for Land Consolidation Marije Louwsma
   c. FIG publication Land Consolidation Walter de Vries
7. WG 8.5 African Water Governance Richard Pagett
   a. Feedback special session & way forward

After the commission meeting, we will go together to the restaurant where the commission dinner will be held. You are invited to join the commission dinner and use the opportunity to socialize and familiarize yourself with commission 8’s work.